Introduction

What we can do for you:

Are you looking for suppliers and customers?
ABRAMS world trade wiki provides you in a split
second with companies worldwide that supply or buy
your desired product.

You want to track the activities of your competitors?
We offer you a quick overview of their international
relations with suppliers and customers as well as
detailed information on shipments and products.

You assume that your customers also do business with
the competition?
ABRAMS world trade wiki gives you the opportunity to
find this out at a glance.

Want to analyze your supply chain both upstream and
downstream?
With our platform, you can not only look up to eight
levels forward or backward, but also identify
intermediaries with just one click.
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How it works:
ABRAMS world trade wiki is a business intelligence platform based on Customs Data and Statistical Data from UN
Comtrade. Optional maritime Port Data can be added. Customs Data contain information from bills of lading, such
as shipper, consignee, route, product description, weight or value. The shipment content is not only described, but
also defined by a customs tariff number, the first 6 digits which are identical worldwide, thus enabling multi-lingual
identification of a product or material. The data is provided by governments and government-related institutions
as raw data. After extensive processing and plausibility checks, the information is uploaded to our platform and
can then be viewed from different perspectives.

ABRAMS world trade wiki is your companion in the daily challenges of world trade
and provides you not only with details on specific case analyses, but also with
information for your long-term strategic decisions.
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Free Search
Free Search acts as a global search engine of our platform. It allows not only searching for customs tariff numbers,
also known as HS codes, but also product names, company names, countries and much more. Filtering and sorting
functions enable you to drill down your search to the exact resultset of your specific goals. Searches can be very
broad or specific, which can be done by using operators in addition to the filters.
Optionally, you can access Port Data in Free Search to gain insights into international trade relationships that stay
hidden, looking at Customs Data only. Discover new countries and company relations you‘ve never seen before.

The variety of search options with Free Search at a glance:
• Supplier (shipper)
• Customer (consignee)
• Value
• Value/kg
• Value/Unit
• Weight
• Quantity
• Measurement Unit
• Product description

• HS codes / HTS codes
• Vessel Name
• Vessel IMO No.
• Bill of lading Number
• Container Number
• Marks and Numbers
• Agreed Incoterm
• Notify Party
• Freight Costs

• Insurance Costs
• Place of Receipt
• Port of Lading
• Port of Unlading
• Final Port of Destination
• Country of Export
• Country of Import
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Market Intelligence
Market Intelligence provides a world market overview based on Statistical Data from UN Comtrade. It shows
global trends as well as a breakdown into individual countries with the possibility to compare different time
periods in terms of market share or import and export value. Unique for ABRAMS world trade wiki is the link to
Customs Data, enabling the search of specific companies as customers or suppliers.

Grow your insights with Market Intelligence:

See exactly which country imports and exports your
product portfolio – even with quantities and prices.

Analyze emerging and declining markets with only a
few clicks.

See exactly which country imports and exports your
product portfolio – even with quantities and prices.

Identify which businesses are behind this import and
export – including quantity and price.
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Sourcing Intelligence
Whether a Supply Chain Manager at a Multinational or a Purchase Manager at a SME - at the end, procurement
is always about cost optimization and risk minimization. Getting the best purchase prices from reliable suppliers
without dependency is essential to maximize profit and a long-term business success.
Discover now how Sourcing Intelligence can help you identify new and better suppliers or suppliers with better
prices from all around the world. Or both.

Supercharge your Sourcing Intelligence:

Identify and qualify tailor made global suppliers through
your product portfolio and customs tariff numbers
(HS codes / HTS codes).

Negotiate better and more effectively with the
invaluable knowledge of suppliers‘ selling prices to your
competitors.

Find out about your suppliers’ other customers – and
your ranking as customer in case of supply chain
disruption or order allocation.

Sourcing Intelligence empowers purchasing
departments to understand global differences in the
price and quality relationship.
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Selling Intelligence
Supercharge your sales department with a source that reveals in seconds which companies worldwide, buy
exactly your product portfolio. And on top of that, from which competitor they are buying now and at what prices.
In short, prospecting on steroids!
With this information at hand, it will be way easier for your salesmanager to acquire this potential for new
customers. Additionally, they can analyze customer loyalty and how sales volume and prices trends over the
years.

Supercharge your Selling Intelligence:

Identify and qualify global customer potential through
your product portfolio and customs tariff numbers
(HS codes / HTS codes).

Find new large accounts from which you already know
their order volume and supplier base in detail upfront.

Analyze at what price potential customers are buying
from your competitors – and use these insights to
optimize your margin.

Find out in which countries a sales expansion is
particular attractive - through specific analysis of the
sales volumes of your products in those countries.
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Company Transparency
With Company Transparency, direct trade relations of a company can be viewed and analyzed with different
focuses. The analysis of individual locations or company groups is possible through a search function.
Various graphics in the tabs for customers, products and shipments allow easy trend analysis or determine
different emphasis. In addition, the company‘s shipments can also be viewed to determine weights, prices, routes
and much more.

Key Insights from Company Transparency that drive your
Success:

You can see exactly what a company imports and
exports - with exact quantities, purchase- and sales
prices.

Identify which suppliers and customers are driving a
company‘s success - and their ranking.

Analysis of trends over many years, in price, sales
volume, supply chains etc., are just a few clicks away.

Screen mutual business relations in detail - and draw
successful conclusions for your strategic decisions.
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Supply Chain Intelligence
Supply Chain Intelligence enables to look forward or backward up to eight levels and thus analyze your own or
other supply chains to identify possible vulnerabilities. The Go-Direct function enables you to identify who buys
and sells the same HS code, i.e. acts as an intermediary.

Benefits through Supply Chain Intelligence by overview:

Find and qualify suppliers in your global supply chain to
buy from directly, at a lower price.

Analyze what risks lurk in your supply chain - and avoid
them in the future.

Discover interesting relations between resellers and
their customers – and sell directly to customers of your
customer, if possible.

All-in-one: Lower purchasing prices, higher margins and
a perfect supply-chain management.
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Competitive Intelligence
Competitive Intelligence reveals which companies also do business with the customers or suppliers of a company
of your interest. Depending on your focus, through the customs tariff number or a product term, you will get a list
of all customers or suppliers, telling who supplies the same product on the customer side and who purchases the
same product on the supplier side. A graphic shows immediately how constant and frequent this occurs.
In addition, other traded products are listed and colored to indicate the competition (red) or exclusivity (green).

Significant competitive benefits with Competitive Intelligence
in a nutshell:

Reveal worldwide import- and export activities of your
competitors – with quantities and prices!

Discover the customers supplied by your competitors
worldwide and use this information to acquire new top
customers!

Find out which suppliers are selling to your competitors
and at what price - and use this information to negotiate
better purchase prices.

Find out how your suppliers rank you in terms of order
volume - and how to avoid supply chain disruption in
crises.
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Logistics Insights
With Logistics Insights, global trade routes and their players can be identified and evaluated based on the quantity
of shipments or weight.

Insights for your success with Logistics Insights at a glance:

See what a company imports and exports – with exact
volumes and worldwide transport routes.

Find new large accounts with high volumes.

Gain deep insights into the activities of your logistics
competitors.

Aggregate demand from 3PLs into more efficient volumes for lower rates – also, because you know more
than 4PL contractors.
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How we make your life easier

Saving function
Save your searches for companies or products to view
them with just one click later on.

Monitoring and Alerts
Activate notifications to be informed as soon as new
information about your customers, suppliers,
competitors and products is available. Decide for
yourself whether you want to be informed only in the
platform or also in the form of an email report.

Profiler
The profiler enables you to work with the tools from the
perspective of different companies, for example
subsidiaries with different key products.

Export
Export the results of your research in ABRAMS world
trade wiki in an Excel spreadsheet for further processing
offline.
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We will support you!
Your personal after sales manager will be at your side throughout the entire subscription term.
Whether it‘s training, consulting sessions or support via e-mail and chat, we support you with all
questions regarding ABRAMS world trade wiki.
Benefit from our many years of experience with trade data and gain deep insights into your
customers, suppliers and competitors with ABRAMS world trade wiki, giving you a previously
unimagined competitive advantage.

www.abrams.wiki

+49 (0) 40 – 257 66 45 – 200

info@abrams.wiki

LinkedIn/ABRAMS.wiki
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